SCHOOL OF DESIGN

To meet the intensive computing performance needs of PennDesign students, these systems are custom-configured with substantially more powerful specifications. The Dell workstations on this page include Dell Precision Optimizer, a software utility which tunes performance for the workstation applications you are actually using.

**Dell Precision T5820**
Xeon W-2125 64GB/32TB SSD | $3849
Windows 10 Pro for Workstations - 3 Year ProSupport Warranty - 128GB memory version available | $4129

This powerful Intel Xeon-based workstation with an 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P2000 graphics card is optimized for graphic-intensive and CPU-bound workloads.

A selection of displays for use with the T5820 is available on campusexpress.upenn.edu

Our price saves you $438

**Dell Precision 5530 - Performance**
15.6in FHD Xeon E-2176M 32GB/32GB SSD | $2799
Windows 10 Pro for Workstations - 3 Year ProSupport Warranty w/Accidental Damage - 16GB memory version available | $2799

Dell's Xeon-based Precision 5530, featuring a Xeon E-2176 processor and NVIDIA P1000 graphics, is the fourth generation of their market-defining ISV-certified lightweight 15.6in workstation.

Our price saves you $712

**Dell Precision 5530 - Premium**
15.6in FHD Xeon E-2176M 32GB/108 SSD | $3099
Windows 10 Pro for Workstations - 3 Year ProSupport Warranty w/Accidental Damage

Work with even more capability in this higher performance version of the Precision 5530 described above. Twice the storage, and just as thin and light.

Our price saves you $856

**Lenovo ThinkStation P520**
Xeon W-2102 64GB/108 SSD | $2549
Windows 10 Pro for Workstations - 3 Year Warranty w/ Premier Support - 128GB memory version available | $2599

The ThinkStation P520 features a powerful Xeon processor, a tool-free case, and Tri-Channel Cooling technology.

Our price saves you $329

**Lenovo ThinkPad P52s - Performance**
15.6in FHD Core i7-8650U 32GB/32GB SSD | $2199
Windows 10 Pro - 3 Year Warranty w/Premier Support and w/Accidental Damage - Premium 1TB SSD version available | $2619

This is not your normal ThinkPad – Lenovo’s P52s includes ISV-certified Quadro graphics, an eighth-generation Core i7 processor, and many ports, all wrapped in a rugged but lightweight body.

Our price saves you $234

Software

Don't forget essential software like Rhino to complete your new PennDesign workstation.

Microsoft Office 365 Pro Plus is free for student downloads. See details on Page 16.

INCLUDED WARRANTIES

Each Dell and Lenovo on this page includes a next-business-day, at-your-location service warranty. The Precision 5530 and ThinkPad P52s systems also include accidental damage coverage for 3 years.

OPERATING SYSTEM

Each computer on this page comes with Windows 10 Pro pre-installed.

* Free Shipping
* Device Trade-In Program
* Order Online
campusexpress.upenn.edu

Back-To-School Hotline
215.573.2850